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About This Game

Vitrum is a 3D, first person, puzzle/platform game. The main character is an android designed to convert energy from crystals
into powers. The android can absorb energy in each of his hands, allowing him to combine different powers. One of the coolest

powers is the ability to invert the gravity, because it’s 3d and because the player can freely choose when and where to use it!
Vitrum takes place in a desert laboratory full of different colored crystals. Some crystals grant powers, others are harmful to the

android.

The player will have to figure out how to use the crystals, solve the puzzles and finish each stage in Vitrum. Features:

- Stage editor
- More than 45 stages.

- Collect crystal shards to unlock Insane stages.
- Each crystal color represents a power, explore each color and discover every power the android can execute.

- Combine powers to solve more difficult puzzles.
- Explore 3D gravity inversion, materialization of crystal platforms, super high jumps and other powers.
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Bad story, bad graphics, bad bgm.
How this game gathered to many bad things together?
I dont recommend it, its just bad, if you got the game on a bundle / free, just get the cards don't even bother trying to play it.

Just adding another red brick to the red wall.

It is worst than the worst games from 90's and yet they sell for a lot less than this game.. A terrific little game with a fun and
very well-designed branching narrative, delightful characters, and an intriguing overarching plot. There's an admirable
commitment to diversity throughout, as well. Best of all, it's short, which means seeing all the branches isn't some eighty-hour
commitment. I do wish there was more of it, but for the price and the likely minuscule development budget, it's quite
impressive.

I've beaten it twice so far, and I'll be coming back for more. Highly recommended.. The game runs fine, and i have not found
any bugs so far. But this game involves a lot of blood and bleeding for those that care.. If you like monopoly you will like this
game even more. try it. I was offered sex with a 21 year old girl today. In exchange, I was supposed to advertise some kind of
fish game. Of course I declined, because I am a person with high moral standards and strong willpower. Just as strong as Shamu,
the super secret boss in ace of seafood!. As they have said there needs to be more Darkthrone and more black metal in general
PLEASE. I like it.
I would like it more if I could remap the controls.
I played on the Dualshock 4 and it's a little strange but you can get used to it.
You hit things. Do you like hitting things? This is a hitting things until they break game.. This is a quite good game if you love
challenge (timing plataforming) and good level design. Expect to die a lot, but at the same time you'll be learning and mastering
the layout, to the point where things won't be so hard anymore, which is a lot rewarding in the end!
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When I first played the game, I thought it didn't work. Only to find out that the game is controlled only be the keyboard.
This it the first time I've ever had to play a card game with a keyboard. It's very awkward, unintuitive and time consuming to
select and position cards where you want.

If the developer decides to implement a mouse option, than I will update my review.. Good game that i recommend for all but ...

REMEBER THIS IS AN EARLY ACCESS GAME

+crafting things
+building houses
+huge area to explore

in total i will rate this game : 8\10
Graphics 8\10
Content 8\10 ( its an early access so not many things to do yet )
Time consuming 8\10

. Great game, highly recommended!. Super addictive. Hard to stop playing once you get started. Very simple game play, but
stays engaging. Good game for casual gamers. Very lovely but short 2D action platformer. You jump platforms, shoot enemies
and collect "soja beans!?" for points. Solid, easy to pick up and play, good pixel artstyle and very crisp controls.. How can I save
the game? There is no option to do so, and I have to start all over every time!. This game is one of the most overlooked strategy
games ever created. On first inspection it looks like any other strategy game, but then you select a unit and hold down the CTRL-
key...
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